7.3 powerstroke pulley diagram

The many pulleys and drive accessories that are included on the power stroke engine make this
a difficult task without having the proper belt diagram. Below I will include a picture of a
common configuration used on this popular engine. In the large heavy-duty fleet company that I
work for, we have several of these engines with well over , miles on them. It would seem that on
average they would need a vacuum pump replaced about every hundred thousand miles. In
some cases the belt driven vacuum pump had experienced catastrophic internal failure that
actually seized the drive pulley causing the belt to burn up and jump off. Other things need to
be looked at as well. Make sure that there is no other problems with the engine or pulleys. When
the engine has high mileage you want to inspect each individual accessory to make sure that
the pulley turns freely. The longevity of the power stroke diesel engine can sometimes outlast
accessories such as the alternator by three or more times. Also you want to inspect the water
pump to make sure that no coolant is leaking on the drive pulley. Any fluid including coolant on
the drive belt can cause the belt to slip and also jump off. The tensioner assembly on the ford
diesel engines is very stout but I have seen a few isolated incidents where the tensioner needed
to be replaced along with the drive belt. Ford makes an extremely high-quality serpentine drive
belt and I recommend that you use this brand name when replacing it for maintenance reasons.
You can visit the engine belt diagrams page for other engines that I have posted pictures for. Or
you can return to the blog home page from this power stroke belt diagram page. Skip to
content. In many cases my experience with putting on hundreds of belts makes it possible for
me to figure it out on the fly. But when it comes to the Ford 7. Note the routing can change on
certain years. Diesel Powerstroke Belt Diagram. One thing that you should pay close attention
to when replacing the drive belt on a power stroke diesel is the condition of the vacuum pump. I
have worked on a lot of these engines and. Expert Auto Repair Tip: Take it from someone who
knows Having the online repair manual is a life-saver when it comes to DIY auto repair and
maintenance. Whether you are working on a Ford , BMW , Dodge , or something more exotic; we
probably have the manual you need. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of 7. A wiring diagram is a
simplified standard photographic depiction of an electrical circuit. It reveals the parts of the
circuit as simplified shapes, and also the power and signal links between the devices. A wiring
diagram generally provides info concerning the family member setting and also arrangement of
tools as well as terminals on the devices, to assist in structure or servicing the gadget. A
photographic layout would reveal much more information of the physical appearance, whereas
a wiring diagram makes use of an extra symbolic symbols to stress affiliations over physical
look. A wiring diagram is frequently utilized to troubleshoot problems and making sure that all
the links have been made which every little thing exists. Assortment of 7. Click on the image to
enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a
kind of schematic which utilizes abstract photographic symbols to show all the affiliations of
parts in a system. Wiring diagrams are made up of two things: symbols that stand for the
components in the circuit, and also lines that represent the links between them. Circuitry
representations generally reveals the physical placement of components and connections in the
developed circuit, however not always in logic order. It highlights on the format of the cords.
Schematics stress on just how circuits function practically. To read a wiring diagram, initially
you have to know just what essential elements are included in a wiring diagram, and also which
pictorial icons are used to represent them. The usual elements in a wiring diagram are ground,
power supply, cable as well as connection, output tools, switches, resistors, logic gateway,
lights, and so on. A line stands for a wire. Wires are utilized to link the parts with each other.
There need to be a legend on the wiring diagram to tell you just what each color suggests.
Typically circuits with greater than 2 elements have two basic kinds of connections: series as
well as parallel. A series circuit is a circuit in which elements are connected along a single
course, so the current flows via one part to obtain to the next one. In a collection circuit,
voltages accumulate for all parts linked in the circuit, and also currents are the exact same via
all elements. In a parallel circuit, each device is straight connected to the power source, so each
tool gets the same voltage. The current in a parallel circuit moves along each identical branch
and also re-combines when the branches fulfill once again. An excellent wiring diagram needs
to be technically right and clear to read. Deal with every detail. For instance, the representation
ought to reveal the right direction of the positive and also adverse terminals of each part. Make
use of the ideal symbols. Find out the definitions of the fundamental circuit symbols as well as
choose the proper ones to make use of. Some of the icons have actually close look. You have to
be able to inform the differences before using them. Attract connecting cords as straight lines.
Utilize a dot to indicate line junction, or use line leaps to indicate cross lines that are not
connected. Label elements such as resistors and capacitors with their values. See to it the text
positioning looks tidy. Crankshaft , Engine , Harmonic Balancer. It is press fitted on the shaft
with a small steel woodruff key to orient the direction. If a person needs to service the

crankshaft, remove the front engine plate, replace the front main seal, or do other internal
repairs on their IDI engine, the harmonic balancer may need to be removed. Also, if the
harmonic balance has damage, it may affect engine timing and may need replacement. This
procedure will require special tools that can usually be rented for free at any auto parts store.
The following article entails my process for removing the balancer. There are several
components fastened to the front of the harmonic balancer that need to be removed. Using the
diagram above, here are the names:. The front pulley assembly has four retaining bolts and a
retaining disc not photographed. I needed to remove these four bolts that reach down through
the harmonic balancer before I could extract the balancer from the crankshaft drive. Sometimes
the bolts are rusted on or torqued on so tight that trying to undo them will turn the engine cycle.
If the engine was in the vehicle, a couple v-belts looped around the pulley held by a friend
should be enough to keep the engine from cycling. Once the pulley was removed, the rubber
layer showed obvious wear and tear. This balancer will need to be replaced or have the sleeve
repaired. Before the Harmonic Balancer Puller can be used, the main crankshaft bolt must be
removed. Again, if turning the bolt turns the engine, use one of the aforementioned methods to
constrict the rotation. I removed the bolt and crankshaft washer. On the left side of the cavity,
you can see the slot for the woodruff pin. I sprayed in some penetrating oil in the hopes that
maybe the puller may have an easier time to extract the balancer from the surface of the
crankshaft. The next process required a special tool, a harmonic balancer puller. It is basically a
set of high-strength bolts, a compression cap, and puller flange. The largest bolt threads into
the center threads of the puller flange. Then the kit should have some bolts that screw into two
opposing balancer threads. Also, it is imperative that the tool be liberally greased on the main
bolt threads and compression cap, so that they can spin without binding. In the image below,
you can see the reddish-purple grease coating my puller threads and inside the compression
cap. The tool is pretty simple. I threaded on the secondary bolts as far as they can go. Also, the
secondary bolts need to be exactly the same length so that the puller is parallel to the face of
the harmonic balancer. Using a socket wrench, turn the larger bolt and compression nut until it
situates in the center of the crankshaft hole. Then using the socket wrench, continue to turn the
center shaft until it starts pulling the balancer off the shaft. While I had the Harmonic Balancer
off, it was a good time to do the front and rear seals, which is detailed here. With any new seal,
it is prudent to lubricate the pliable parts with engine oil with expected immediate use or
assembly lube for storage prior to the compression of the balancer on the front of the
crankshaft. The crankshaft will need to be lightly permatexed along the perimeter of the shaft
mating surface with the balancer. This will prevent any leakage through the small area between
the crank and balancer, which may seem unlikely, but still a potential area for seepage. Without
the key and slot, the balancer would not 1. So I applied a thin layer of permatex, I applied a thin
coat of engine oil to the front seal, I cleaned off the harmonic balancer surface so the sealant
can make a solid seal, and slid it on the crank making sure to line up the key with the slot. Since
the surfaces are nearly exactly the same size down to the thousandths of an inch, it will NOT
slide on far. It will compress the balancer down the shaft without damaging the engine. While it
might seem tempting to pound on the balancer with a mallet or hammer to push it on, this would
be a no-no. It will just cause extreme damage to the crank instead. Standard washers will bend
and warp with almost no resistance, and even my high strength washer bent a little under the
load of the compression. The more threads I could use, the better it would hold up trying to
compress the balancer on the shaft. If your threads are dirty, make sure the chase them to clean
them out prior to doing this. Using a wrench, I gradually torqued down the nut, which gradually
forced the balancer down the crankshaft. If it torques on eccentrically, it will damage the
balancer. If at any point I felt it was going on wrong, I used the balancer puller to remove it and
try again. Eventually, it slid all the way on. While I was torquing it on, the threads on the bolt
eventually gave way, and the nut just spun in place. Thankfully, the balancer and the crank were
never in any danger of damage, but the bolt and nut were shot. Eventually I did find a Grade 8
bolt so I could finish the job. It takes a LOT of force to push this balancer on this shaft, so a
Grade 8 is the only thing that will resist the pressures required. Any closer, and it might clash
with the pan when the engine spins. Any further, and it might not line up with the pulleys on the
water pump and elsewhere. The shop manual recommends it to be torqued down to 90 ft-lbs.
Why paint the line white? Once the engine is reassembled and started, you have to time the
engine. A bright white line shows up really well with a timing gun strobe light. It allows the paint
to coat the bottom of the groove. If you use a standard white-out pen without a metal tip or a
white-out brush, it will likely not make a clean line like the metal ones do. No warranty. You are
responsible for your vehicle. For novelty use only. Not responsible for anything or anyone. Not
responsible for damage to your vehicle, you, or anyone or anything. Disclaimer: You are
responsible for your vehicle. Any thing posted on this or related websites is for educational use

only. IDI Online is not responsible for anything or anyone, and also not responsible for damage
to your vehicle, you, or anyone or anything as a result of your actions. Have professionals
service your vehicle. By viewing this website, you accept these terms. IDI Online is frequently
updated. An image or text written in the past may not be the most up-to-date content on the IDI
Online website. Google Images, diesel forums, pinged on other blogs, etc , it is best practice to
come back to IDI Online to verify the information has not been updated or revised. IDI Online is
constantly updated with new information. If there are questions about IDI Online terms and
conditions, contact us. If you do not agree to our conditions, leave Crankshaft , Engine ,
Harmonic Balancer 6. If you like "IDI Online," please toss us a few bucks. Keep us well fed, and
we'll keep posting more IDI articles. Sponsored Ads. In , the diesel world was changed forever.
The 7. It also offered significantly better reliability than the engine that followed, the 6. Here are
the key 7. These engines were built to be big brutes, capable of working for hundreds of
thousands of miles without problems. In fact, the 7. It had slight differences, but most internal
components remained the same. The 5. The durability of the 7. For a solid foundation, the 7.
These features provide long-term durability and reliability. Six head bolts are used at each
cylinder, better securing the heads to the block. This makes them one of the most sought after
diesels today. How sought after? Prices for a used 7. Even though we talk about the 7. A
significant portion of the 7. These new injectors were partnered with a high pressure oil pump
and a low pressure fuel lift pump. This engine also uses a fixed geometry turbocharger that was
significantly more capable than the unit found on 7. Late model 7. The Ford Superduty with the
7. Adjustments were made also every year to the 7. One major difference between the 7. IDI
engines literally refers to engines that utilize indirect injection. In those engines, fuel is injected
into a pre-combustion or swirl chamber, where fuel mixes with air before it enters the actual
combustion chamber. Instead of using an fuel injection pump to pressurize the fuel for the
injectors, the 7. This high pressure oil pump is gear-driven and is a fixed-displacement design.
All 7. This swash plate determines oil output of the HPOP. Early 7. This gives late models an
advantage because it provides greater oil volume, giving these engines the ability to support
higher performance modifications more easily. The HPOP on 7. Instead, it sends oil to the
injectors. This pressurized oil then enters the injectors where it is used to pressurize fuel up to
21, psi. Over time, the High-Pressure Oil Pump can provide less than adequate performance.
This can result in injector starving which leads to reduce power, lower fuel economy, and lesser
reliability. Even stock trucks can benefit! This makes them one of the best 7. This occurs when
the poppet valve opens, allowing high-pressure engine oil to enter the injector. This places
pressure on the fuel and when pressure gets high enough, fuel is injected to the combustion
chamber through the injector nozzle. The Power Control Module is the main computer that
controls the direct fuel injection process. The PCM controls fuel injection events by telling the
IDM when, and for how long, electronic pulses need to be sent to the injector solenoids. When
these solenoids get this pulse, volts, it releases the poppet valve, beginning the fuel injection
and pressurization process inside the injectors. The Map sensor helps the PCM determine
engine load and how much fuel is needed. The Injector Drive Module, or IDM, is responsible for
sending electrical current to the injector solenoids to open the poppet valve. This allows
pressurized engine oil to enter the top of the injectors which is then used to pressurize the fuel
for combustion. Bad Injector Drive Modules are often the culprit behind poor running trucks.
Common symptoms of a bad 7. Another very positive 7. Instead of supplying an injection pump
with a steady stream of fuel, this lift pump sends fuel directly to the cylinder heads instead, to
later be used by the injectors. Two different fuel lift pumps are used on the 7. Early models, ,
utilize a cam-driven mechanical lift pump. While both lift pump systems are adequate on stock
trucks, aftermarket lift pump systems can still provide better performance and better fuel
filtration. Three different Fixed Geometry Turbocharger configurations are used in the 7. OBS
models, No intercooler is present on early, OBS models. In , the TP38 turbocharger was
updated. It featured a wastegate and an air-to-air intercooler was added. This turbocharger had
the best performance characteristics when compared to the other models. Below is a
comprehensive list of 7. These specs are for If you have a 7. The specs below are based off of
OEM specifications. In , the 7. No 7. For some strange reason models after go straight to We
suspect this is because of the massive changes that happened with the trucks. An air-to-air
intercooler was introduced as well as many other performance improvements. In , new 7. Power
levels remained the same this year. The 2,,th 7. This is a testament to the 7. Stricter emissions
standards resulted in a need for lower emissions and competing manufacturers were designing
trucks with similar or better performance capabilities. Peak 7. Want to see all Powerstroke
towing capacities? Visit our Powerstroke Tow Capacity guide. Ever seen the term OBS used?
OBS means old body style. Ford Superduty trucks with a model year before feature this old
body styling. Therefore, if you see someone referring to an OBS Powerstroke they are referring

to trucks from this time period. In , trucks equipped with the 7. This makes it hard to identify late
model 7. This body style was kept until , when Ford also replaced the 6. New body style 7. This
helps support Diesel Resource and allows us to continue to produce helpful diesel insight and
content. Thank you for the support! Want to learn more about the latest insights in the diesel
industry? Signup for our newsletter and stay up to date on the top trending topics! Founder of
Diesel Resource and a complete diesel head. Has a little bit of problem buying too many trucks.
Learn more about him by checking out his truck. Help Us Get to 1,! Written by Kamil January
3rd, Ford 7. OBS 7. Alliant Power 7. Injector Code AB Performance is increased to horsepower
and lb-ft of torque. Make Kamil's day and share it with a buddy! Best Ford 6. Complete 6.
Complete 7. Comprehensive 3. Comprehensive 6. Ford 3. Ford 6. The Ultimate Guide to Ford 6.
Ultimate Guide to Ford 6. Diesel Performance. Digital Gauge Monitors. Your Cart. Ford Add to
Wish List Compare this Product. More from this brand Quickview. Single Alternator Systems
only Features The most complete kit period! Tags: Ford , AC , underdrive , pulley ,
honeywell thermostat heat pump wiring diagram
1994 chevy lumina euro
mikuni vm22 parts diagram
kit , f , f , 99 , MAP-Maximizer Ford 7. Fits: Ford Powerstroke 7. Ford 7. Replace when your tube
connected to the sensor is full of dry soot, or rusted. Built for exact fit. Select your year. This
hose is used to bridge the 2 high pressure oil rails in the heads that feed the injectors. The
installation of this hose will typically smooth o.. This kit includes three new O-Rings required to
fix the fuel leak typically found under your truck due to bad O-Rings. Did you gut your Exhaust
Backpressure Valve? Upgraded your Turbo Pedestal? Easy to install. DO not leave your factory
plug hanging with open circui.. Improved International CPS for 7. If you own a 7. It is common
for the CPS to fail c.. Ford Fuel Filter Restriction Sensor 7. This item is VERY pron.. Cookie
Notice. Our website uses cookies to enhance your shopping experience. Continued use of our
website gives us your consent for the use of cookies during your visit. Please view our privacy
policy to see how these cookies are used.

